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Introduction
Shackle is developed by Anne LaBerge and Robert van Heumen in 2007. They both received a grant from
the Fonds voor de Scheppende Toonkunst for this development. Shackle is about explicitly and subtly
exploiting shackling in both concept and material.
In current improvised electroacoustic music practice it is often a difficult task to come to a piece of music that
has a meaningful arc between beginning and end and that has surprising and abrupt transitions. This is
largely due to a lack of predetermined structure (for example through a composition).
Shackle is an electroacoustic composition systeem that uses the power of a computer to limit the players,
and in that way forcing a structure onto a performance. These limitations can be on the type of material that
is used or on the way of playing itself. Aside from this the system also adds a second type of interaction to
the performance: interaction between the players through the computer system. The analog interaction is
extended by a digital interaction.
Although the Shackle system is initially built for Anne LaBerge and Robert van Heumen as players, it can be
configured for a diverse group of players, with a maximum of 4.
Next to a computer system, Shackle is also a process. Just like with traditional compositions there will have
to be a discussion during rehearsals what the limitations are that the players have to adhere to.

Technical requirements
For a performance that uses the Shackle system, one laptop computer per player is needed, running Mac
OS X (version 10.5 or up) and the accompanied version of the SuperCollider software installed. One of the
laptops will function as the core of the Shackle system and all laptops will be connected through an ethernet
switch. Preferably no wireless connections are used. Other settings than specified below are imaginable.

Connection settings for the core laptop …

… and for the first client laptop (increment the 10.0.0.2 IP for each new client)

Description of the system
Material
The system pre-supposes a number of so-called parts (20 of them by default), that will have to be defined by
the players during the rehearsals. Each of these parts is a description of a musical section, defined in terms
of kind of material used, the sort of interaction, the way of playing and other musical parameters. How the
players arrive at this list of 20 parts is their own choice, but it is advised to make recordings of improvisation
sessions and to listen back to these recordings to look for musically interesting combinations. In appendix 1
one can find the list of parts as defined by Anne and Robert. The new list of parts can be specified in the
configuration file (more below).

Structure
The triggering, the order and the timing of the parts is done by the Parts Generator, that runs on the core
laptop. The other laptops are running a compact version of this system, the Parts Client, that displays the
proposed parts and gives the player the possibility to interact with the system.
As soon as the Parts Generator is started, it sends a proposal for the next part to play to all Parts Clients.
Within 10 seconds every player can cancel this proposal by hitting the spacebar. If this doesn't happen, the
proposed part will become active. The players are supposed to obey to the limitations of the active part. After
a while the Parts Generator will propose a new part, and again the players have 10 seconds to cancel this
proposal. If this happens the current part will stay active, otherwise the new part will become active.
At any time during the performance the players have the possibility to request a new part by hitting the
spacebar. The Parts Generator will then choose and propose a new part, that again can be cancelled within
10 seconds or accepted.
The Parts Generator is designed to choose (in a semi-random way) which parts can follow the current part,
as well as the time the parts will be active for, with predetermined weights for each part and predetermined
boundaries for the lengths of each part. The configuration of this will be described further on.

Description of the Parts Generator
Status window

De Parts Generator is the core of the system. It sends proposals of parts to play to the Parts Clients.
START/STOP
With this button the Parts Generator is started and stopped.
LIVE/TEST
In TEST mode the countdown period of the proposals and the length of the parts is shortened by a factor 3
respectively 10. Useful for testing the system.
Load config
This button loads the configuration file. This is also automatically done after a change in the configuration
window, but should be done after manually changing the configuration file.
Load notes
This button loads the notes file. This notes file can only be changed manually in a text editor. More about this
later.
Config
This button opens the configuration window. More about this later.
Parts
This drop-down shows the notes for specific parts.
Configuration window (screenshot on the next page)
The configuration window has a line for each part, with the following parameters:
 Minimum and maximum length in seconds – the system will choose a random value between these
values for the time the part will be active .
 Weight of each part – a part with weight 5 will be chosen much more often than a part with weight
0.1.
 The chance for each other part to be proposed after the current part – if the 'disabled' box shows an
X these values will not be used.

The configuration is saved in the file /Users/Robert/scwork/SEACSv2/Shackle/config.txt. This can be
changed in the system settings (more below).

Configuration
As mentioned before, the configuration is saved in /Users/Robert/scwork/SEACSv2/Shackle/config.txt. It is
advised to change the configuration through the configuration window (as described above), except for
changing the number of parts and the order and names of the parts. This should be changed in the config.txt
directly. Make sure you keep CANCEL and NEXT as the first two parts, and make sure you don't change
anything else. If you change the number of parts, you will also have to change this in the system settings.
Notes
For each part the players can define a couple of lines of notes that will be displayed in the Parts Generator
and the Parts Client whenever the part is active. These notes are specified in the notes file with location
/Users/Robert/scwork/SEACSv2/Shackle/notes.txt. This can be changed in the system settings (more
below). The notes file can be edited with any plain text editor (make sure if you use Text Edit that it is saving
the file as plain text).
For the format of this notes file there are a couple of important aspects:
 The text for a specific part has to start with the string <* followed by the name of the part and >
 The file has to end with the string +++ on a new line, to tell the system it's done.
 The number of parts and their order has to be the same as in the config.txt file.
 CANCEL and NEXT have to be the first and second parts.
 The maximum number of lines per part is 5.
As an example (with 3 parts):
<*CANCEL>
<*NEXT>
<*ANCHOR>
[grounded]
LV1.4 (amawavwseq2)
LV2.6 (carlosbeat)
</ANCHOR>
<*BOLT>
[hectic / fast changes]
LV2.4 (rain) / green8 (arp25 Sy-Dis2)
green1 / green2
</BOLT>
<*BOW>
[sweet'n'sour]
lange noten, dunne sferen
blue7 ca / LV1.2 (dr_Ambient) blue11 (ampvlow)
LV2.8 (s3) / LV2.7(amphigh)
</BOW>
+++

(All typography not mentioned above is not necessary)

System settings
When starting to use the system, a couple of parameters have to be set:
 The provided configuration file has to be edited to reflect the part names chosen by the players. The
order of the parts in this file sets the number.
 The provided notes file has to be edited to reflect the notes as set by the players. Make sure the
number of the parts and their order in the notes file is the same as in the configuration file.
 In the Parts Generator and Parts Client program files the following parameters can be set:
◦ nbr_of_parts: this sets the number of the parts – make sure this matches the number of parts in
the configuration and notes files
◦ countdown: this sets the number of seconds that the system counts down a new part proposal
◦ fi_notes: the location of the notes file
◦ fi_config: the location of the configuration file
◦ fi_log: the location the logfile of the parts proposals will be written to

Description of the Parts Client

The Parts Client communicates directly with the Parts Generator to:
 Display the current part, the proposed part and the number of seconds left to cancel the proposal.
 Sending a cancel or new request message after the spacebar is hit.

Appendix 1: Parts as defined by Anne LaBerge and Robert van Heumen
This is a list of all 20 defined parts by Anne LaBerge and Robert van Heumen. The part notes might not be
very descriptive to the general reader, as they are specific to the playing of Anne and Robert.
name

atmosphere

description / samples used

ANCHOR
BOLT

grounded
hectic fast changes

BOW

sweet 'n' sour

CHAIN

solo

CHOICE

probability

CLIP

dancing

CUFF
EYE

noise held back
subtle piercing

FORGE

rhythm

LV2.6 (carlosbeat) / LV1.4 (amawavwseq2)
LV2.4 (rain) / green1 (crackle) / green2 (env firecrack/glas)
green8 (arp25 Sy-Dis2)
lange noten, dunne sferen
blue7 ca / LV2.8 (s3)
LV1.2 (amphigh) / blue11 (ampvlow) / LV2.7(amphigh)
one soloist and one commenter
* LV2.1 joy6 subtle pitch
* LV1.8 joy6 short loops
blue6 (belief ralph&heather)
start: ch6 ultrashort - play with reverb
later add: ch 2patt -> start with breakup and sample Anne's voice
black5 (sinus_perc samples): dynrec section
LV1.8 / LV2.1 (studio1) w/ch8 pitch
blue9 (ARP) / blue11 (ampmod vlow1) / green10 (gitaarruis)
sine tones
LV1.3 (BoC2 A97) ch2patt
blue2 (wobblysine) (ch8)
LV2.7 (ampmod high)
blue3.2 / blue3.8 (sample pops anne) -> joy2 filter
dynrec into counter rhythms

IMAGINE
LIMIT

pianissimo
hot

LOOP

loopy

PIN

choppy

RIG

subtle clean

SCREW

glissandi

SHACKLE

free

SNAP

snappy

THIMBLE

rough

TORQUE

physical

TWIST

fragmented

noise / piccolo
LV1.1 (stoel) / blue10 (plkje) - heftig blue8 (statrbeq)
green7 (thonk) / green12 (plankje)
short loops
LV1.5 (droger) / LV2.5 (env) / green7 (thonk) /..
ch2 LF 3zones alternate load zones blue7-8-11 add fuzz
blue4 (glas&lepel) / LV1.7 (plkje)
LV2.2 (plankje)
start: blue5 (mel310) / green11 (mix C006 / s monpoly)
later: live sampling 1-op-1 dynrec pitch
blue12 (thonk) / blue1 (kurk3+4)
green9 (kurk at the end)
ch8 pitch / dynrec / buffercopy
blue8 first half / green5 last half
blue11 (ampmod) ch2 3zones
LV2.3 (arp lome beat)
perc samples - LV1.6 / green6 (morten) & LV1.8 / LV2.1 (studio1)
ch6 short (joy9) / ch5
ch6 3zones let roll and see what happens
blue3 (mort/speeldoos) -> ch5
green4 (LPcracklebuf) -> ch6res
blue3.4 / 3.10 (anne suck1) -> ch6 short (joy9 & joy5 & joy2)
-> ch2 dist/filter low drone
free but one sound only lasts a couple of seconds

